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User Guide Description
One of the first books to provide a comprehensive description
of OPNET® IT Guru and Modeler software, The Practical
OPNET® User Guide for Computer Network Simulation
explains how to use this software for simulating and modeling
computer networks. The included laboratory projects help
readers learn different aspects of the software in a hands-on
way. Quickly Locate Instructions for Performing a Task The
book begins with a systematic introduction to the basic
features of OPNET, which are necessary for performing any
network simulation. The remainder of the text describes how
to work with various protocol layers using a top-down
approach. Every chapter explains the relevant OPNET
features and includes step-by-step instructions on how to use
the features during a network simulation. Gain a Better
Understanding of the "Whats" and "Whys" of the Simulations
Each laboratory project in the back of the book presents a
complete simulation and reflects the same progression of
topics found in the main text. The projects describe the
overall goals of the experiment, discuss the general network
topology, and give a high-level description of the system
configuration required to complete the simulation. Discover
the Complex Functionality Available in OPNET By providing
an in-depth look at the rich features of OPNET software, this
guide is an invaluable reference for IT professionals and
researchers who need to create simulation models. The book
also helps newcomers understand OPNET by organizing the
material in a logical manner that corresponds to the protocol
layers in a network.
Learn the Raspberry Pi 3 from the experts! Raspberry Pi User
Guide, 4th Edition is the "unofficial official" guide to everything
Raspberry Pi 3. Written by the Pi's creator and a leading Pi
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guru, this book goes straight to the source to bring you the
ultimate Raspberry Pi 3 manual. This new fourth edition has
been updated to cover the Raspberry Pi 3 board and
software, with detailed discussion on its wide array of
configurations, languages, and applications. You'll learn how
to take full advantage of the mighty Pi's full capabilities, and
then expand those capabilities even more with add-on
technologies. You'll write productivity and multimedia
programs, and learn flexible programming languages that
allow you to shape your Raspberry Pi into whatever you want
it to be. If you're ready to jump right in, this book gets you
started with clear, step-by-step instruction from software
installation to system customization. The Raspberry Pi's
tremendous popularity has spawned an entire industry of addons, parts, hacks, ideas, and inventions. The movement is
growing, and pushing the boundaries of possibility along with
it—are you ready to be a part of it? This book is your ideal
companion for claiming your piece of the Pi. Get all set up
with software, and connect to other devices Understand Linux
System Admin nomenclature and conventions Write your own
programs using Python and Scratch Extend the Pi's
capabilities with add-ons like Wi-Fi dongles, a touch screen,
and more The credit-card sized Raspberry Pi has become a
global phenomenon. Created by the Raspberry Pi Foundation
to get kids interested in programming, this tiny computer kickstarted a movement of tinkerers, thinkers, experimenters, and
inventors. Where will your Raspberry Pi 3 take you? The
Raspberry Pi User Guide, 3rd Edition is your ultimate
roadmap to discovery.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
was introduced on December 2, 1970 by President
Richard Nixon. The agency is charged with
protecting human health and the environment, by
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writing and enforcing regulations based on laws
passed by Congress. The EPA's struggle to protect
health and the environment is seen through each of
its official publications. These publications outline
new policies, detail problems with enforcing laws,
document the need for new legislation, and describe
new tactics to use to solve these issues. This
collection of publications ranges from historic
documents to reports released in the new
millennium, and features works like: Bicycle for a
Better Environment, Health Effects of Increasing
Sulfur Oxides Emissions Draft, and Women and
Environmental Health.
"Technical communication is the process of making
and sharing ideas and information in the workplace
as well as the set of applications such as letters,
emails, instructions, reports, proposals, websites,
and blogs that comprise the documents you
write...Specifically, technical writing involves
communicating complex information to a specific
audience who will use it to accomplish some goal or
task in a manner that is accurate, useful, and clear.
Whether you write an email to your professor or
supervisor, develop a presentation or report, design
a sales flyer, or create a web page, you are a
technical communicator." (Chapter 1)
"This user's guide and reference document
describes the physical features of the Salmon River
Basin, Idaho, stream channels that represent
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"natural conditions" for fish habitat-that is, streams
that have not been influenced by major human
disturbances. The data base was created to assist
biologists and resource managers. It describes
resource conditions that can be achieved through
management objectives."
The European Molecular Biology Open Software
Suite (EMBOSS) is a well established, high quality
package of open source software tools for molecular
biology. It includes over 200 applications for
molecular sequence analysis and general
bioinformatics including sequence alignment, rapid
database searching and sequence retrieval, motif
identification and pattern analysis and much more.
The EMBOSS User's Guide is the official and
definitive guide to the package, containing
comprehensive information and practical instructions
from the people who developed it: • No prior
experience with EMBOSS necessary • Set up and
maintenance - get up and running quickly • Handson tutorial - learn EMBOSS the easy way, by
working through practical examples • Data types and
file formats - learn about the biological data that can
be manipulated and analysed • In-depth explanation
of the EMBOSS command line - learn advanced
'power user' features • Practical guides to popular
EMBOSS GUIs (wEMBOSS and Jemboss)
Coastal Wave Statistical Data Base: Description,
application, and user's guideOpen Technical
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Communication
The Express User Guide provides instructions to get
started with MicroStrategy Express. It includes an
introduction to dashboard analysis, creation, sharing,
and management, as well as creating and managing
users and teams.
Designed for new or experienced automated information
system developers, purchasers, or program managers who
must identify and satisfy requirements associated with
security-relevant acquisitions. Explains Contract Data
Requirements Lists (CDRLs), and Data Item Description
(DIDs), and their use in the acquisitions process. Charts and
tables. References, glossary and acronyms.
BANTAM is the first modeling language specifically designed
for applications in Biometrics and Token Technology. It
represents a significant step forward for the design and
implementation of biometric and related technology
applications in that: - it is very simple to learn and use; - it
offers a consistent system of documentation and a clarity of
presentation which make the accurate description of user
requirements much easier; - it provides a complete
methodology for managing the project from original business
case, through procurement and implementation, to
subsequent training and support. "The User Guide" provides
much more than just a guide to the Bantam methodology:
readers will also find lots of good advice on program
management in general and will gain an insight into designing
biometric and related applications. It will be essential reading
for anyone who is serious about biometrics and related
technologies, including governmental/corporate end-users,
systems integrators, biometric vendors, application
developers and device manufacturers. It will also be useful
background reading for advanced students and IT and
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management consultants. Reviews of Julian Ashbourn's first
book: "Biometrics: Advanced Identity Verification": "You could
attend a dozen conferences and not come away with the kind
of overview presented in this new book". Dave Mintie,
Connecticut Department of Social Services " a highly
readable, entertaining guidebook that should serve as a
welcome companion for anyone who must promote, explain,
justify, or control an organization's transition to biometric
technology." Richard Norton, Executive Director, International
Biometrics Industry Association
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